Season 2016/17

ENGLAND FIRE SERVICE FOOTBALL SECTION

England Fire Services 1-2 Welsh Fire Service
Welsh take Gary Frederick's cup
England's long awaited first game of

the season, the venue Altrincham
fc pitch perfect and a sunny day
for a game of football .
Both teams arrived early and had
good warm up sessions, but
from the kick off it was Wales
who looked sharper and settled.
Five minutes in and a dangerous
free kick on the edge of the box
for Wales was struck well but
was just over the bar. From the
resulting dead ball kick GOAL,
the visitors capitalised on a slip

by Will Boulton which left the
defence square at the back and
well executed strike from Adam
Morris gave Wales the lead. Eng
0 Wales 1.
It was on 15 minutes before the
home side made any penetration
on the Welsh defence but they
stood strong and any threat was
easily dealt with . 20 minutes in
GOAL 2-0 to Wales, England
caught out down their left trying
to play offside, but the decision
didn't go their way and a low
cross into the box was met with

an easy finish for Morgan Roberts.
England were still struggling to create and get any real flow to their
game with opportunities few and no
real threat going forward until on
43mins a volley from outside the
penalty area was just over the bar,
a great strike from captain Matt
Price.
With half time looming it was looking like the whistle was coming too
early for the home side , but an
attack down the left flank from for-

ward Rich Georgiou resulted in
been brought down in the box.
PENALTY Matt Price stepped up
and confidently struck home top
right hand corner to give England a
way back into the game right on
stroke of half time. ENG 1 WALES
2
Second half and the home team
came out feeling they were back in
the game, Wales came forward
though and when England defender
Paul Lomax had been judged to
have pushed over the Welsh forward Ben Lloyd, the referee had no

hesitation in awarding a PENALTY.
The penalty was taken and hit low
into the left corner but a fantastic
SAVE from Charlie Hasler pushed
away and kept England in contention.
It seemed to give England more
urgency to their game and looked
brighter than the first half performance a few half chances squandered and a solid back four prevented any penetration to the visitors
goal.
On 65 minutes a freak injury to capt

matt price which needed treatment
from physio Dave Ward for ball hitting him in the throat, stopped England's flow and enabled wales to
come forward gaining a free kick on
the edge of the box which was just
wide of the post.
Substitutions were made by both
teams to bring some freshness to
the game and with 10 minutes to go
England were in the ascendancy but
for all efforts it was Wales who hung
on for a deserved win. Disappointment for England but congratulations to wales with man of the match

Sebuliba made a strong tackle to win the ball
after 57 minutes and put in a great cross for
Oldham , whose shot was blocked. In fairness,
England had probably created the better chances
and on another day may have scored one or two.
They did score though on 58 minutes. Oldham
picked up the ball and fed a neat ball through the
centre to Chris LOCK. He only needed to poke the
ball home and England had finally made the
breakthrough! 1-0. The goal didn't really spark
the game into life and again, end to end football
with little really to shout about. Lock was put
through again on 71 minutes but substitute
goalkeeper Millar saved well. Scotland always
looked dangerous and as usual, never paused to
allow the England players to gain a breath. They
got a breakthrough after 73 minutes to reward
their hard work. A fierce shot was only parried
by Keeper Hasler and MURPHY was there to
knock in the rebound. Scotland almost scored
again from the kick off when a cross came in for

Murphy again. This time his header went just over.
It could easily have been 2 in two minutes for the
Scots! A foul on 82 miuntes gave Scotland the
chance to take the lead, which they did in style.
That man MURPHY stepped up to curl the ball over
the wall and past substitute keeper John Ogden to
give the Scots the lead. Veteran McAdam was
introduced for Scotland for the last few minutes
and he rolled back the years with a jinking run
down the line, his cross blocked at the last minute
to win a corner. England pressed forward again for
the last ten minutes but couldn't find an equalizer.
As the referee blew his whistle, English hearts
were broken. A disappointing end to the season
for Rob Tonks’ team but plenty to build on for next
year! Overall, the Scots edged the game and deserved the victory. On a personal note, as my last
game as Secretary, I was genuinely touched to be
presented with the framed shirt. I hope to stay
involved as Vice Chair (if elected) and look forward
to a few more years with the England Section.

England Squad;
C Hasler (London
A McLurg (GMC)
K Brookes (Lincolnshire)
B Sebuliba (London)
R Whelan (GMC)
M Price (West Mids) ©
Ash Hildred (Lincolnshire)
A McManus (West Yorkshire)
C Baker (West Mids)
L Oldham (GMC)
B Wood (London)
C Lock (London)
J Ogden (GMC)
U Ikhiewe (Merseyside)
R Tonks (South Yorkshire)
M Harness (Lincolnshire)

England Section;
Dave Gilbert (Lincolnshire)
Jake Bristow (Essex)
Above; (L) Andy McManus receives the England Man of the Match trophy and (C) Scott Murphy the Overall Man of
the Match Award from UK Secretary Liam Wheeler. (R) Gerry Jamieson receives the Life Vice Presidents shield
from LVP Jim Robinson. England Secretary Dave Gilbert receives a framed shirt from LVP Jim Robinson (below
right). Scotland Man of the Match Martin Brogan not pictured.

Above; Section Officials pose on the pitch before the game; (l to r) Liam
Wheeler, Kevin Ronan, Jim Robinson, Wayne Brown, Dave Gilbert and Gaz
Phillips

Gary Phillips (GMC)
Shaun Pickles (Humberside)

